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ABSTRACT

The recent dual crises of the COVID-19 pandemic and extreme heat in the Pacific Northwest have brought environmental injustices for food system workers into stark view. These events prompt us to reflect on how and why our existing laws, some of which expressly include environmental justice “tools,” failed to fully protect food system workers during times of crisis, and what changes we might implement to ensure that people employed in food system jobs are safe at their places of work. These events also revealed the need for proactive, prospective changes now before another crisis occurs; indeed, experts believe that global disease outbreaks and extreme heat events are likely to recur, and with greater frequency.¹

Using Oregon’s heat illness prevention rules as an illustration, this Article analyzes the extent to which heat standards to protect worker health and safety serve to further various aspects of environmental justice. Applying

* Assistant Professor of Clinical Education, Willamette University College of Law. I am thankful for the perspectives and questions from participants in the 2022 Pace Environmental Law Review Symposium “Labor and the Green New Deal,” and for the patience and helpful suggestions from editors of the Pace Environmental Law Review. I am grateful to all those who work to feed us.

¹ Marco Marani et al., Intensity and Frequency of Extreme Novel Epidemics, 118 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NAT’L ACADEMY OF SCI. (Aug. 23, 2021), https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2105482118 [https://perma.cc/H5D4-X7RW] (explaining that “we estimate that the yearly probability of occurrence of extreme epidemics can increase up to threefold in the coming decades.”); EPA & CDC, CLIMATE CHANGE AND EXTREME HEAT: WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PREPARE 1 (Oct. 2016) (explaining that “Extreme heat events in the United States are already occurring and expected to become more common, more severe, and longer-lasting as our climate changes.”).
Professor Robert Kuehn’s taxonomy of environmental justice, I explore the ways that such standards might promote distributive, procedural, corrective, and social justice, and I identify corresponding limits. While heat standards provide much-needed, immediate protection for food system workers and others, large-scale, transformative change to the food system is needed if we are serious about promoting justice for some of the most essential members of our society.

INTRODUCTION

The Farm Bill, a large, omnibus piece of legislation renewed every five years or so, will be an early priority for the 118th Congress, and provides one of the few opportunities for bipartisanship in an otherwise divided legislature. Initially focused on providing financial support for farmers when crop prices fell during the Great Depression, the Farm Bill has increasingly expanded in scope. The most recent Bill, enacted in December 2018, includes twelve titles, with programs ranging from commodity subsidies and crop insurance to nutrition and food assistance programs; from conservation and
land stewardship to access to loans and technical support for farming operations and rural development.3

In anticipation of the upcoming deliberation on the Farm Bill package, a coalition of over 150 organizations sent a letter to President Biden in September 2022.4 The groups include national organizations like the Union of Concerned Scientists and Trust for Public Land, and local groups, including Oregon-based groups PCUN and Oregon Climate and Agriculture Network. The groups’ letter urges the president to call for a bill that would build on his administration’s efforts to “reduce economic inequality, bridge the nation’s racial divides, end hunger, confront the climate crisis, improve nutrition and food safety, and protect and support farmers, workers, and communities.”5 Specifically, the groups recommend that “equity and justice must be at the center of every facet of the next Farm Bill” in an effort to repair discrimination against and recognize contributions of farmers and communities of color, Tribal Nations, and food and farm workers.6

The letter also recognized the impacts of the climate crisis and COVID-19 on food system workers, and called for changes that would protect workers’ health. The groups insist that the next Farm Bill must “protect food and farm workers from pesticides and extreme heat” and must invest in research, technical assistance, and financial incentives to enable farmers to reduce emissions and to implement practices and labor policies that would bolster resilience to extreme weather. Acknowledging the vulnerability of food and farm workers revealed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the groups advocate for a substantial investment in the “people who plant, harvest, process, transport, sell, and serve our food and administer our food programs[.]”7

The transformative nature of the groups’ priorities is consistent with a groundswell of energy around workers’ rights and climate activism over the last year. Major corporations, like Amazon and Starbucks, have remained in the news as employees sought to unionize, even in the face of unfriendly labor laws.8 Youth-led events, like Fridays for Future, boast participation by
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millions of people worldwide.\textsuperscript{9} In the United States, the Inflation Reduction Act committed billions of dollars to environmental justice and climate-friendly agriculture.\textsuperscript{10} To be clear, the Act also expands onshore and offshore oil and gas drilling, and funds controversial, unproven carbon capture and storage, making it the subject of criticism by many frontline communities.\textsuperscript{11} Still, the Act is historic in its investment in environmental justice grants and other initiatives, leaving at least some room for optimism around broader environmental justice efforts.

This Article examines the ability of heat illness prevention rules, or heat standards, to further certain aspects of environmental justice for food system workers. The discussion proceeds as follows: Part I provides an overview of environmental law and justice in the United States, including a discussion of a specific environmental justice community and farmworker activism. Part II addresses the Pacific Northwest’s extreme heat events in the summer of 2021, and describes Oregon’s rulemaking and final heat illness prevention rules. Part III analyzes those rules and the rulemaking process using a four-part analytical framework. Part IV highlights agricultural exceptionalism as a limitation on the ability of heat standards to fully advance environmental justice, and offers suggestions for additional areas of focus.

\textbf{I. Background of Environmental Law & Justice}

Although the phrase “environmental justice” has found its way into fairly widespread use, and is included—at least in theory—as a priority for the Biden-Harris administration,\textsuperscript{12} it remains difficult to distill down to a


\textsuperscript{12} During the 2020 campaign cycle, then-candidates Joseph Biden and Kamala Harris signaled that environmental justice would be a priority. As a senator, Vice President Harris was an original co-sponsor of the Green New Deal, and as a candidate, she supported a ban on hydraulic fracturing. In 2021, EPA Administrator Michael Regan launched a “Journey to Justice” tour across the country to spotlight environmental justice concerns in places like Newark, Detroit, Los Angeles, and cities across the South, and developed agency-wide and regionally-specific actions in response to that tour. In May 2022, the Biden-Harris administration established a new Office of Environmental Justice within the Department of Health and
single, universal understanding. Is “environmental justice” a goal to achieve, or a set of values or principles to guide policymaking? Is it a political and social movement (or movements)? Does it contribute to a theoretical framework for understanding the new age of the


15. See Jedediah Purdy, The Long Environmental Justice Movement, 44 ECOLOGY L.Q. 809, 815, 819 (2018) (noting that “[t]he environmental justice movement (more accurately, movements) made incisive points about the limitations and blind spots of mainstream environmentalism, and describing environmental justice roots in the toxics movement and civil-rights style mobilization around ‘environmental racism’.”). With respect to labor and environmentalism, specifically, environmental justice principles emerged as factory work was increasingly recognized as dangerous around the turn of the century, and farmworkers organized to protect themselves and their families from harmful pesticides in the 1970s. See Clifford J. Villa, Remaking Environmental Justice, 66 LOY. L. REV. 469, 481 (2020). The blending of environmental issues and workers’ rights as focal points for advocacy groups continues today. For example, the Sunrise Movement is a relatively new collective of youth activists seeking to “stop climate change and create millions of good jobs in the process.” Sunrise members are focused on electing politicians who will champion the Green New Deal, advocating for a federal jobs guarantee, and supporting localized actions to abolish or reimagine institutions that degrade communities and the climate. Current Campaigns, SUNRISE MOVEMENT, https://www.sunrisemovement.org/our-campaigns/ [https://perma.cc/9TEA-S6DS]; Good Jobs for All, SUNRISE MOVEMENT, https://www.sunrisemovement.org/campaign/good-jobs-for-all/ [https://perma.cc/HMN5-WRJ7]; Sunrise’s Principles, SUNRISE MOVEMENT, sunrisemovement.org/principles [https://perma.cc/6ZBC-STNS].
Anthropocene? Which places are part of the “environment,” and what does “justice” look like? Scholars have written comprehensive accounts of the origins of environmental justice, and have offered answers to some of the questions posed above. I do not attempt to recreate here the detailed descriptions offered in those pieces, but do think it important to offer some general history and to establish my view of what is meant by “environmental justice” as a foundation for this Article.

A. Environmental Law

The field most lawyers and scholars consider “environmental law” is relatively young. Most of the statutes, regulations, and case law guiding

16. Building on the work of feminist legal theorist Martha Fineman’s vulnerability theory, Angela P. Harris offers a theory of “ecological vulnerability” that “helps us imagine the bearer of legal rights as a fully embodied subject whose body is inseparable from “the environment.” In defining this theory, Harris examines some existing models for ecological vulnerability, and describes how the environmental justice movement and its principles are consistent with ecological vulnerability. Angela P. Harris, Vulnerability and Power in the Age of the Anthropocene, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, Climate, & Env’t 98, 108, 150–51 (2015).


18. Building on the work of Dr. Robert Bullard and others, Robert R. Kuehn sought to identify the “justice” embodied in the concept of “environmental justice.” His “A Taxonomy of Environmental Justice” proposed a four-part categorization of environmental justice issues based on (1) distributive, (2) procedural, (3) corrective, and (4) social justice. Robert R. Kuehn, A Taxonomy of Environmental Justice, 30 Env’t L. Rep. 10681, 10681-82 (2000) (describing the four-part categories under environmental issues). For a discussion of the level of influence Kuehn’s article continues to have on environmental justice scholarship, see Clifford J. Villa, No “Box to be Checked”: Environmental Justice in Modern Legal Practice, 30 N.Y.U. Env’t L. J. 157, 165 n.36 (2022) (describing the four-part categories under environmental issues).


today’s environmental lawyers are about fifty years old or newer. To be sure, the basic concept of environmental protection can be found in historical texts and traditions predating the very existence of the United States. In the early to mid-20th century, Congress enacted a series of laws embracing concepts of preservation and conservation. The Antiquities Act of 1906 gave the President the discretion to establish as national monuments “objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated on lands owned or controlled by the government of the United States.” The Wilderness Act of 1964 was intended to preserve the undeveloped character of designated areas, and directed the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior to review lands within their jurisdictions and make recommendations as to their suitability for wilderness classification. Congress enacted the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 to identify and protect certain rivers which possess “outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values[,]” and established certain conservation measures for rivers designated as part of the “National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.” But aside from these conservation laws and some common law concepts, there was no comprehensive federal regime oriented around protecting the quality of the environment from human-related impacts through aggressive minimization or prevention of pollution. Not until the 1970s did the United States create the Environmental Protection Agency, ushering in with it the first generation of modern environmental laws.

21. In a recent article, a Roman law scholar and natural resources law scholar partnered to discuss the growing number of academics and lawyers who advance a theory of the public trust doctrine styled as the “atmospheric trust,” which would require governmental actors to mitigate climate change through a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. While many proponents of the atmospheric trust theory have asserted that the modern public trust doctrine has origins in the Institutes of Justinian from A.D. 533, these two scholars argue that the American public trust doctrine has connections to branches of Roman law that predate Justinian’s Institutes by many years. J.B. Ruhl & Thomas A.J. McGinn, The Roman Public Trust Doctrine: What Was It, and Does It Support an Atmospheric Trust?, 47 ECOLOGY L.Q. 117, 117-118 (2020).


23. The Wilderness Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 113136; see also Utah Ass’n of Cnty’s., 316 F. Supp. 2d at 1180 (discussing history and purpose of Wilderness Act).


25. Lazarus, supra note 20, at 76

26. Id. at 77–78.
By today’s standards, those early pieces of legislation were adopted with widespread support. In the first few years of the decade, Congress enacted the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act of 1970, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (generally referred to as the Clean Water Act), and the Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1973. A common thread woven through these laws is their effort to identify harmful or threatening activities and impose limitations or performance standards on those activities in an effort to protect or improve the environment. Professor Richard J. Lazarus describes these laws as “dramatic, sweeping, and apparently uncompromising.” The level of ambition of these early laws is reflected in the target dates for establishment and compliance of certain performance standards. For example, the Clean Air Act directed the Administrator of the EPA—himself a new cabinet member in a newly-created agency—to develop and achieve compliance with national ambient air quality standards that would protect public health. The Clean Water Act set out as its objective the restoration and maintenance of the “chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters[,]” and declared a national goal “that the discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by 1985[.]” In addition to this group of laws aimed at protecting air quality, water quality, and plant and animal species, environmental laws were passed addressing the life cycle of solid and hazardous waste (including after-the-fact liability and accountability).
remediation), chemical use, resource extraction like mining and logging, drinking water, and more.

Besides their level of ambition, another common thread woven through nearly all of the major environmental statutes is the inclusion of a “citizen suit” provision. A cousin of *qui tam* actions, citizen suit provisions allow members of the public (generally “any citizen” or “any person”) to act as “private attorneys general” and enforce the statute against a private party or, in some cases, against the Administrator. These provisions authorize a level of public participation in ensuring compliance with environmental laws not typically seen in other areas of law. Whether the
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43. 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (providing a citizen suit provision to the Clean Water Act stating “[A]ny citizen may commence a civil action on his own behalf—(1) against any person...or (2) against the Administrator” where there is an alleged failure to perform a mandatory duty); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a) (providing a citizen suit provision to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) stating “any person may commence a civil action on his own behalf—(1)(A) against any person...alleged to be in violation of any permit, standard, regulation, condition, requirement, prohibition, or order [pursuant to RCRA]; or (B) against any person...who has contributed or who is contributing to the past or present handling, treatment, storage, transportation, or disposal of any solid or hazardous waste which may present an imminent and substantial endangerment to human health or the environment; or (2) against the Administrator” where there is an alleged failure to perform a mandatory duty).

44. See May, supra note 42, at 6-8; see also 33 U.S.C. § 1365(b); 42 U.S.C. §§ 6972(b) (c) (providing provisions that limit citizen enforcement. Congress expressly included limitations on the ability of citizens to bring enforcement lawsuits in the form of advance notice requirements and preclusion where EPA or the relevant state agency has initiated and is “diligently prosecuting” an enforcement action. Additionally, in some cases courts have interpreted a citizen suit provision to authorize enforcement of a narrower category of alleged
inclusion of citizen suit provisions was borne of necessity due to limited resources and concerns about fluctuations of political will, or driven by some larger recognition about the role and responsibility of humankind vis-à-vis the natural environment. Courts have recognized that “Congress made clear that citizen groups are not to be treated as nuisances or troublemakers but rather as welcomed participants in the vindication of environmental interests.”

One might think that the inclusion of citizen suit provisions in our bedrock environmental laws serves to underscore the human role within the environment; that it perhaps reflects some long-standing, shared understanding that the “environment” centers humans and the human habitat. Not so. As environmental justice advocates and scholars explain, “mainstream environmentalism” or “traditional environmentalism” instead generally assumed a definition of the “environment” that was fairly narrow in scope: the environment included so-called “natural” phenomena like waterways, forests, and nonhuman species. Even where the laws were explicit that human activity might be the source of environmental degradation, there was an inherent wild-ness or unspoiled characteristic to the “woods-and-waters” locales that were the subject of the conservation and anti-pollution laws; these spaces were assumed, by most policymakers and large environmental groups, to be “the environment.”

Thus, although citizens had opportunities to directly enforce environmental laws, those actions were often premised on an assumption that “the environment” was limited to spaces that were not inherently human-centered.

B. Environmental Justice

By contrast, the environmental justice approach to defining “the environment” is “distinctly social and institutional.” According to Luke Cole and Sheila Foster, the environment is “where we live, where we work, violations of the law than what the government might have authority to pursue); Gwaltney of Smithfield, Ltd. v. Chesapeake Bay Found., Inc., 484 U.S. 49 (1987), superseded by statute, Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a)(3) (holding that citizen suit provision conferred jurisdiction over good-faith allegations of continuous or intermittent violations of the Clean Water Act, but not over “wholly past” violations. Even with these limitations, citizens initiate hundreds of suits each year, and are often successful in bringing about compliance.).

45. May, supra note 42, at 1.
46. Id. at 6-7
48. Purdy, supra note 115, at 818
49. Id. at 81415.
50. Id. at 818.
where we play, and where we learn.”\textsuperscript{51} Dr. Robert Bullard, often called the “Father of Environmental Justice,” remarked in an interview that “the environment is everything: where we live, work, play, go to school, as well as the physical and natural world. And so we can’t separate the physical environment from the cultural environment.”\textsuperscript{52} Oregon’s Environmental Justice Task Force has broadened the definition to include places we “practice spirituality.”\textsuperscript{53}

This broader, human-centric definition is evident in the early events and milestones marking the emergence and development of the environmental justice movement. In 1968, sanitation workers in Memphis went on strike to advocate for fair pay and better working conditions, drawing the attention of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. In 1979, Dr. Bullard and his wife, attorney Linda McKeever Bullard, brought a case alleging that the siting of a landfill in the predominantly Black, Houston-area neighborhood of Northwood Manor was discriminatory.\textsuperscript{54} Hundreds of environmentalists and civil rights activists were arrested following the 1982 sit-in protest against a polychlorinated biphenyl landfill in Warren County, North Carolina.\textsuperscript{55} In 1987, the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice released a report on “Toxic Waste in the United States,” the first study of its kind to address issues of race, class, and the environment on a national level.\textsuperscript{56} The study found that millions of people of color were living in communities with at least one abandoned or uncontrolled toxic waste site, and noted that although socioeconomic status played an important role in the location of these sites, the residents’ race was the most significant indicator among analyzed variables.\textsuperscript{57}

By the 1990s, the grassroots activism of impacted communities and civil rights leaders led to the recognition and incorporation of environmental justice principles and themes by governmental institutions and actors. In 1990, Dr. Bunyan Bryant and Dr. Paul Mohai organized the “Conference on Race and the Incidence of Environmental Hazards” at the University of Michigan, which resulted in recurring meetings between the group of scholars

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} STATE OF OR. ENV’T JUST. TASK FORCE, \textit{supra} note 117, at 2.
\textsuperscript{54} \textit{A Pioneer in Environmental Justice Lawyering: A Conversation with Linda McKeever Bullard}, 5 RACE, POVERTY & THE ENV’T 17, 17 (1994).
\textsuperscript{55} Purdy, \textit{supra} note 115, at 820.
\textsuperscript{56} Preface to \textit{UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST COMM’N FOR RACIAL JUST., TOXIC WASTES AND RACE IN THE UNITED STATES} ix (1987).
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at xii-xiv.
and activists and EPA.58 EPA Administrator William Reilly created the Environmental Equity Workgroup, and in 1992 filed a report called “Reducing Risk for All Communities.”59 Two years later, President Clinton signed Executive Order 12898, which established an interagency working group on environmental justice, and directed federal agencies to develop strategies for identifying and addressing the “disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.”60 EPA’s focus on environmental justice continued into the new millennium, and included an emphasis on partnering with state and local governments and organizations to support community-driven problem solving. In 2009, EPA selected ten “Environmental Justice Showcase Communities,” one in each of EPA’s ten regions, to receive funding and project support aimed at alleviating environmental and human health challenges in those communities. In Region 10, which includes the Pacific Northwest, EPA’s selected Showcase Community was the Yakima Valley, in Washington.61 Sometimes described as “the nation’s fruit basket,” the Yakima Valley was first farmed by the Yakama Nation and continues to be leading producer of apples, cherries, and hops.62 Many Yakima residents work in agriculture, and many are immigrants or children of migrant farmworkers; the number of Latino residents has doubled in one generation.63 In 2012, two Yakima residents challenged the City of Yakima’s voting system, alleging that the City’s districting unlawfully diluted the Latino vote in violation of Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.64 The court agreed with plaintiffs, and ordered the parties to jointly submit a redistricting plan.65

58. Purdy, supra note 115, at 821.
59. EPA, ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY WORKGROUP: REDUCING RISK FOR ALL COMMUNITIES (1st vol. 1992) (finding disproportionate exposure to pollution among communities of color but raised some questions about the sources of exposure and links to health problems. It concluded that although there are clear disparities among ethnic groups for life expectancy and disease and death rates, there is a lack of data on human exposures to environmental pollutions (the notable exception being lead exposure in children, where Black children have disproportionately higher blood lead levels than white children even when income levels are considered)).
63. Id.
65. Id. at 1415.
Award-winning local journalism in the late 2000s focused on the persistent problem of nitrate contamination in Yakima Valley groundwater. Around the same time, large dairy concentrated animal feeding operations, or CAFOs, in the lower Yakima Valley were being held accountable in federal court for violating the Clean Water Act. EPA’s additional funding provided for the testing of 600 private wells for nitrate contamination and the collection of samples from crop fields, dairies, and sewage treatment units used to identify sources of nitrate contamination. These data, in turn, served as important evidence in a suite of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) citizen suits brought by a local community group and a national food safety group against several large dairy CAFOs. In an order on cross-motions for summary judgment, Judge Rice of the Eastern District of Washington found no genuine issue of material fact that the defendant dairy’s application, storage, and management of manure violated RCRA’s imminent and substantial endangerment provision and prohibition of open dumping. Part of the settlement of those RCRA cases created a clean drinking water program to ensure that residents whose private wells were contaminated could access safe water. Monitoring and oversight of the remediation continues.

EPA’s efforts to promote environmental justice and support locally-driven activism continue. One noteworthy environmental justice effort has centered around the use of technology to collect and organize data, exemplified by the development and launch of EJScreen. Development of EJScreen began in late 2010, and was fully released to the public in 2015. The goal in developing EJScreen was to provide a consistent, user-friendly tool to aid in understanding environmental and demographic characteristics


68. *Environmental Justice Showcase Communities by Region, supra* note 61.


70. Cow Palace, LLC, 80 F. Supp. 3d at 1230.

71. *How was EJScreen Developed?*, EPA (Feb. 18, 2022), https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen/how-was-ejscreen-developed [https://perma.cc/Y2ZR-8WG9].
of locations throughout the United States. In 2022, a similar tool known as the “Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool” was released in support of the Biden Administration’s Justice40 Initiative.

C. Labor and Environmental Justice Today

Today, the partnership between environmental justice activists and workers’ rights activists can be seen clearly in the organizing and activism of folks calling for a Just Transition. According to the Just Transition Alliance, “Just Transition” is a “principle, a process and a practice” that will “transition communities and workers from unsafe workplaces and environments to healthy, viable communities with a sustainable economy.” In making the case for a just transition, advocates argue in favor of “holistic approaches to climate policy, such as the Green New Deal,” and assert that “social and economic inequality are inextricably intertwined with carbon reduction.”

These advocates reject the concerns expressed by some that focusing on economic and social inequality detracts from the need to drastically reduce GHG emissions. Instead, advocates say, “a healthy economy and a clean environment can and should co-exist,” and can be achieved through a process that is fair and does not cost workers or communities their health, environment, jobs, or economic assets.

In the food system context, activism is also growing around a just transition for farmworkers. Workers see firsthand the impacts that climate change and environmental disasters have on them, their colleagues, and their communities. In an interview with High Country News, Edgar Franks, policy director for the independent union Familias Unidas por la Justicia, recalled the summer of 2017 as being especially bad. He described how there was wildfire smoke everywhere, and that even after people were warned to stay indoors and take precautions, farmworkers were still out in...
Franks knows that his union’s work is important for addressing the impacts of climate change on individual farmworkers, but also sees it as part of a larger struggle: agriculture, as a primary driver of climate change, needs its own just transition, guided by farmworkers.80

Franks attended the United Nations Conference of the Parties, or COP26, where he observed that a just transition was barely mentioned during negotiations. When he returned, he was motivated to speak with other farmworkers and his union members about a new economy, one that would account for the true cost of food production by considering those costs on workers and the environment.81 The realization of this vision—one of a diverse regional economy of small farmers and cooperatives—can be seen in a new cooperative started by Franks’ friend and union colleague, Ramón Torres. Torres co-founded a 65-acre farmworker-owned cooperative called Tierra y Libertad, which seeks to treat workers fairly and uses organic farming methods.82

Franks’ vision, like that of the Just Transition Alliance and others who support a Green New Deal, is not so different from what the activists of the early days of the environmental justice movement sought. The Principles of Environmental Justice, drafted and adopted in 1991, include the following:

> Environmental Justice mandates the right to ethical, balanced and responsible uses of land and renewable resources in the interest of a sustainable planet for humans and other living things . . . [and] affirms the right of all workers to a safe and healthy work environment without being forced to choose between an unsafe livelihood and unemployment.83

For farmworkers and other food system workers, the reality of a just transition may feel distant. The original Green New Deal resolution, introduced in 2019, sketched broad goals, but was (perhaps intentionally) thin on the specific mechanisms that would achieve those goals.84 Sponsors of the Green New Deal reintroduced the bill in 2021.85 The current political climate is such that passage of the Green New Deal in its current form is unlikely.86 But certain policy proposals that would fall under the umbrella of
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79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Delegates to the First Nat’l People of Color Env’t Leadership Summit, supra note 114.
86. Zoya Teirstein & Shannon Osaka, Democrats Flipped the Senate. So Why is a Green New Deal Still Unlikely?, GRIST (Jan. 15, 2021), https://grist.org/politics/democrats-flipped-
the Green New Deal poll well with voters: in a 2020 survey of nearly 1000 registered voters, 85% support re-establishing the Civilian Conservation Corps, 83% support jobs programs to hire unemployed coal and oil and gas workers to close down those facilities, and 68% support “increasing federal funding to low-income communities and communities of color who are disproportionately harmed by air and water pollution.”

And yet, even though congressional action may seem to be moving at a glacial pace, the urgency of the climate crisis is something food system workers—particularly those in the West—are experiencing now. Summers are hotter, and wildfire season is longer. For them, the solutions can’t wait.

II. Extreme Heat in the Pacific Northwest

The Pacific Northwest has long been known for the lush, green, old-growth forests west of the Cascade Mountain range, and gently rolling hills giving way to agricultural fields on the eastern side of the region. Mention “Washington” or “Oregon” and images of coffee shops filled with software developers, independent musicians, eccentric hipsters, outdoor recreation enthusiasts, and fans of long-suffering sports franchises come to mind. For most residents, concerns about potential environmental disaster centered around a couple acute events. First, the ever-present fears of a catastrophe at the Hanford nuclear storage facility in central Washington, while generally accepted as fairly low-risk, resurfaced when the Department of Energy announced in 2021 that tank B-109 joined tank T-111 as actively leaking “toxic, radioactive nuclear waste” into soil, with the potential to eventually reach groundwater. Second, and arguably the cause of more heightened, widespread anxiety, the likely devastation when—not if—the Cascadia Subduction Zone finally gives way and the region experiences a long overdue

87. YALE UNIV. & GEORGE MASON UNIV., supra note 86, at 5.
major earthquake. Less likely to engender comparisons to post-apocalyptic, dystopian works of fiction, but certainly no less dangerous, is the ever-lengthening wildfire season in the American West, bringing intense blazes that tear through large swaths of central and southern Oregon forests and air filled with lung-clogging particulate matter.

In the summer of 2021, a different environmental danger ravaged the typically temperate Pacific Northwest: extreme heat. In Seattle, Washington, temperature records were broken for three consecutive days in late June, reaching 102, 104, and 108 degrees Fahrenheit; that three-day stretch was the first of its kind in the city, and the 108-degree mark is the city’s highest temperature since detailed record-keeping began in 1870. Road crews sprayed water on some of Seattle’s many old bridges in an effort to keep the steel from expanding. And in a city where just 44 percent of the residents reported having some sort of air conditioning in 2019, Seattleites seeking refuge in libraries or cooling centers soon found disappointment, as many of those facilities lack air conditioning, too.

About 180 miles to the south of Seattle, the residents of Portland, Oregon fared no better. Portland, which typically averages about one 100-degree day per year, experienced five such days in 2021. During the first heatwave, in late June, Portland’s local transit agency, TriMet, suspended

---

95. *Id.* Importantly, while air conditioning might provide some short-term relief for people seeking cooler temperatures, it exacerbates climate change and is therefore not a long-term solution. Air conditioning technology relies on hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which are harmful greenhouse gases that deplete the ozone layer, and add demand to the power grid. See Eric Dean Wilson, *AC Feels Great, But It’s Terrible for the Planet. Here’s How to Fix That*, TIME (June 30, 2021, 4:07 PM), https://time.com/6077220/air-conditioning-bad-for-planet-how-to-fix/ [https://perma.cc/RJ2D-SSP9].
96. Baker & Olmos, supra note 94.


The cities of Eugene and Salem are in the heart of the Willamette Valley, a verdant, agricultural region stretching roughly 120 miles long and consisting of approximately 9 million acres in the northwestern portion of the...
state. A key economic driver in the state, the 2017 market value of agricultural products sold from the Willamette Valley totaled $2.3B. The region consistently leads in the nation in production of hazelnuts, cranberries, Christmas trees, and grass seed. Wine enthusiasts travel to the Willamette Valley, home to two-thirds of the state’s wineries and vineyards, to enjoy its celebrated Pinot noir. In recent years, Portland, along with mid-sized cities in Central Oregon and the Willamette Valley have been touted as charming and desirable alternatives to live in compared to some of the larger cities in the Salish Sea/Puget Sound area to the north and Bay Area to the south; continued population growth and increases in home prices seem to reflect that sentiment.

For those who were at work outdoors in the Willamette Valley during the summer of 2021, the extreme heatwave took a heavier, sometimes tragic toll. Perhaps the most widely-reported example is that of Sebastian Perez, a 38-year-old employee at Ernst Nursery & Farms in St. Paul, a small town near Salem. Originally from Guatemala, Mr. Perez traveled to Oregon earlier in 2021 to earn money to build a house in his home country. He was at work moving irrigation pipe on Saturday, June 26. As the temperature climbed, Mr. Perez kept working. When it hit 106-degrees Fahrenheit, around 3 p.m., other workers quit and figured Mr. Perez would quit soon, too. Eventually, after Mr. Perez didn’t answer his cell phone, his coworkers went searching for him, and found him collapsed in the field.
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By the time an emergency medical crew arrived, Mr. Perez had died. In the days that followed, Oregon’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration launched a formal investigation into Mr. Perez’s death, and confirmed what everyone already knew. An autopsy found that Mr. Perez died from cardiovascular and respiratory failure caused by heat exhaustion and dehydration.

Mr. Perez’s death is not the only one that can be attributed to the Pacific Northwest’s extreme heat. A New York Times review of mortality data reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention concluded that about 600 more people in the Pacific Northwest died than would have been typical during the week of the heat crisis. At the time that analysis was published, Washington and Oregon had officially reported 95 and 96 heat-related deaths from the same week, respectively. The disparity between these official state reports and the excess death figures estimated by the New York Times are consistent with a larger national study finding that the annual number of deaths attributable to heat is substantially larger than previously reported.

In Multnomah County, Oregon, which encompasses most of the city of Portland, more people died in three extreme-heat days than died during nine days at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. The death toll from that late June heatwave—71 people as of mid-July, 2021—was higher than the number of people killed by many other regional natural disasters, including the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.

While death is the most severe and heartbreaking effect that extreme heat can have on a person, a plethora of other consequences exist as well.
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Various illnesses and conditions, including heat cramps, heat exhaustion, heatstroke, and hyperthermia can result when the body loses the ability to regulate internal temperature.¹²³ Heat extremes can also worsen chronic conditions like cardiovascular, respiratory, and cerebrovascular diseases, and diabetes-related conditions.¹²⁴ Severe heat can disrupt sleep, impair cognitive performance, and is associated with increased risk of suicide or hospital admission for mental health needs.¹²⁵

Hot weather and heat extremes are also associated with increased emergency room visits and hospital admittance and healthcare costs.¹²⁶ A study tracking the number of heat-related visits to emergency medical facilities in the Pacific Northwest found that 1,038 such visits occurred on June 28, 2021.¹²⁷ On the same date two years earlier, the number of heat-related visits to emergency departments was nine.¹²⁸ Further, extreme heat negatively affects occupational health and productivity, and increased sports illnesses and injuries.¹²⁹

Certain populations are more vulnerable to the effects of extreme heat. In general, people who are older, who are unhoused, and who work outdoors are all at greater risk.¹³⁰ People who are incarcerated and people
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¹³⁰ See Jackson Voelkel et al., Assessing Vulnerability to Urban Heat: A Study of Disproportionate Heat Exposure and Access to Refuge by Socio-Demographic Status in Portland, Oregon, 50 INT’L J. ENV’T RSC. PUB. HEALTH 640 (2018) (finding other factors compound the risk and impact of extreme heat events on certain groups. In a 2018 study, Portland climate researcher Dr. Vivek Shandas and colleagues evaluated Portland-area neighborhoods and identified certain neighborhoods in east Portland at the greatest risk from extreme heat. Shandas and his colleagues concluded that three factors contribute to the increased risk in these neighborhoods. First, these neighborhoods tend to be built with dark, heat-absorbing materials. Largely built up during the post-World War II era, these neighborhoods were more automobile-oriented than other parts of the city. Second, these “heat islands” are built in a way that eliminates or restricts breeze, making it more difficult for cooling air circulation to occur. Third, there is a disparity in distribution of tree canopy in Portland. West of the Willamette River, nearly half of the city (46 percent) has tree canopy. East of the river, that number drops to roughly 20 percent).
who work in certain types of indoor facilities (like poorly-ventilated warehouses) are at greater risk as well.\textsuperscript{131} And, consistent with other environmental justice issues, communities that have historically borne a disproportionate share of environmental burdens and received few environmental benefits—like access to trees and green spaces—are impacted more severely by extreme heat; lower-income neighborhoods and communities of color experienced some of the hottest on-the-ground temperatures in Portland during the Pacific Northwest’s heatwaves.\textsuperscript{132} Professor Vivek Shandas, climate researcher at Portland State University, sought to record the temperatures of different neighborhoods around Portland during the heat events.\textsuperscript{133} For purposes of this article, I have focused on statutory and regulatory vulnerabilities of workers in the food system. This does not mean that other groups are not also vulnerable, or that the problems here are necessarily unique to workers in this sector.

While historic patterns of racial and economic discrimination have contributed to existing environmental justice issues, climate change threatens to worsen them. An international team of scientists who studied the late-June heat wave in the Pacific Northwest concluded that it almost certainly would not have occurred without global warming.\textsuperscript{134} Using a rapid-analysis technique, the team of climate researchers estimated that in any given year, there was only a 0.1 percent chance of such an intense heat wave occurring.\textsuperscript{135} Without drastic cuts to greenhouse gas emissions to stave off global temperature increase of 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit, the chance of an intense heat wave occurring somewhere in the world would increase as much as 20 percent in a given year.\textsuperscript{136} On its own, the increase in occurrences of extreme heat events is cause for substantial concern. When paired with the
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lengthier wildfire season in the western United States\textsuperscript{137} and existing neighborhood inequities,\textsuperscript{138} it is truly a crisis.

\vspace{1em}

**A. Oregon’s Heat Illness Prevention Standard**

Oregon’s effort to address worker safety from excessive heat and wildfire smoke began before the record-breaking heatwave. On March 10, 2020, Governor Brown issued Executive Order 20-04, which directed the Oregon Health Authority and Oregon OSHA to jointly develop standards to protect workplace employees from exposure to wildfire smoke and excessive heat.\textsuperscript{139} In March 2021, Oregon OSHA convened a rules advisory committee, outlining a proposed series of meetings and a process for developing the new rules.

Following the June 2021 heatwave, Oregon quickly adopted “Temporary Rules to Address Employee Exposure to High Ambient Temperatures.”\textsuperscript{140} This temporary standard applied to both indoor and outdoor workplaces and set out certain procedures for employers based around heat index thresholds.\textsuperscript{141} When the heat index temperature in the work area reached or exceeded 80 degrees Fahrenheit, employers were required to ensure access to shade and drinking water.\textsuperscript{142} When the heat index reached or exceeded 90 degrees Fahrenheit, the rule mandated additional procedures, like monitoring employees for signs of heat illness, ensuring effective communication between employees and supervisors existed, and required cool-down rest periods in shaded areas regardless of length of shift.\textsuperscript{143}

But the temporary standard was just that—temporary. Oregon soon began the rulemaking process to adopt permanent rules aimed at protecting workers from heat-related harms. On January 28, 2022, Oregon OSHA filed proposed rules within the Secretary of State to address exposure to
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high ambient temperatures for employees in the workplace and in employer-provided housing.\textsuperscript{144}

Oregon OSHA’s rulemaking summary explained that the proposed rules apply to all workers in Oregon covered under the Oregon Safe Employment Act (OSEA).\textsuperscript{145} The purpose of the OSEA is

\begin{quote}

... to ensure as far as possible safe and healthful working conditions for every working person in Oregon, to preserve our human resources and to reduce the substantial burden, in terms of lost production, wage loss, medical expenses, disability compensation payments and human suffering, that is created by occupational injury and disease.\textsuperscript{146}
\end{quote}

In support of this stated purpose, OSEA authorizes the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business Services and their designees to “set reasonable, mandatory, occupational safety and health standards for all employments and places of employment.”\textsuperscript{147} OSEA also provides that the director may prescribe the “devices, safeguards or other means of protection and what methods, processes, or work practices are well adapted to render every employment and place of employment safe and healthful.”\textsuperscript{148}

Oregon OSHA held three virtual hearings, and solicited public comment on the proposed rules through March 18, 2022. Oregon OSHA reported receiving over 300 comments on the proposed heat rules during the comment period; approximately 170 opposed the rules in some form and 145 supported the rule with some modifications.\textsuperscript{149} The comments keyed in on a few issues: (1) the scope and application of the rules, (2) exemptions, (3) definitions, including the definition of “feasibility,” (4) shade, (5) water, (6) high heat practices, and (7) required plans and documentation, including an acclimatization plan, heat illness prevention plan, and training documentation.\textsuperscript{150} Comments were also submitted on aspects of the labor housing standard.\textsuperscript{151}
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\textsuperscript{146} OR. REV. STAT. § 654.003 (2021).

\textsuperscript{147} § 654.003(3).

\textsuperscript{148} § 654.035(1)(a).

\textsuperscript{149} See generally, Rules to Address Employee and Labor Housing Occupant Exposure to High Ambient Temperatures, AO 3-2022, 6-12, (May 9, 2022), [to be codified at OAR 437-002-0156, 437-004-1131, 437-004-1120], [https://perma.cc/656W-YBPM].
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On May 9, 2022, the final heat standards were adopted. The final rules include both a heat illness prevention standard and a heat standard for employer-provided worker housing. The rules apply to outdoor and indoor work activities when temperatures exceed 80 degrees Fahrenheit, and require employers to provide employees with access to shade, cool drinking water; when temperatures exceed 90 degrees Fahrenheit, additional rest breaks are required. The rules require heat illness prevention training, and the adoption of an acclimatization plan. Oregon OSHA noted certain limitations to the scope of the instant rulemaking decision, including “Oregon OSHA’s rulemaking authority is limited by its specific ability to regulate safe and healthy work practices – not to prohibit certain types of work.”

One major concern voiced by workers’ rights groups and environmental groups about the final rule was enforcement. The program director for Oregon Environmental Council noted that the rules are “common-sense protections,” but “what remains to be seen is how it will be implemented and how successful it will be.” Other advocates wondered about the risks of retaliation if complaints are submitted, and about how rigorous investigations and enforcement actions would be.

While workers’ rights groups generally reacted favorably to the promulgation of new rules, industry and trade organizations did not. Oregon Manufacturers and Commerce, Associated Oregon Loggers Inc., and the Oregon Forest Industries Council sued Oregon OSHA and the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services, claiming that the new rules violate the 14th Amendment and state policy. The groups alleged that the new rules are “so vague that they do not provide employers, including Plaintiffs’ members, with fair notice of what conduct is required or proscribed, and as such are violative of the due process protections of the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution.” The plaintiffs also alleged that in allowing the mandated heat illness prevention break to be treated as a “work...
“assignment,” the defendant agencies required employers to pay for breaks, and that state law does not authorize the agencies to regulate “general societal hazards” which affect employees in and out of the workplace.\textsuperscript{160}

The defendant agencies and agency officials moved to dismiss the industry plaintiffs’ complaint on multiple grounds, asserting that all claims against state agencies and state law claims against individual officials were barred by the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution and the doctrine of sovereign immunity, and that federal due process claims failed to state a claim pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P 12(b)(6).\textsuperscript{161} Hon. Mark D. Clarke held oral argument on the motion on December 6, 2022, at which he expressed skepticism about the industry plaintiffs’ claim that employers would struggle to comply with the new rules, especially the wildfire smoke exposure rule.\textsuperscript{162} “I’m not sure any of us [Oregonians] have any trouble knowing when wildfire smoke rolls in. I’m having trouble with that, factually[,]” Judge Clarke stated, in response to the industry plaintiffs’ argument that determining when air quality is impacted by wildfire smoke is challenging.\textsuperscript{163} Judge Clarke dismissed the claims with prejudice on December 20, 2022, concluding that neither rule is unconstitutionally vague, and that all claims asserted against the state agencies and the state law claims against the individual agency officials are barred by sovereign immunity.\textsuperscript{164}

It is early for a full assessment of the new heat standards’ efficacy at protecting worker health and safety, but some initial information is available. In the period following the rules’ effective date through the end of the summer, 2022 (roughly June 15 through September 20), Oregon OSHA received 258 heat-related complaints, ten of which resulted in fines.\textsuperscript{165} Most violations arose from an employer’s failure to have written acclimatization or rest break plans in place.\textsuperscript{166} Several employers were fined for multiple
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offenses, although some employers were able to avoid a citation by correcting an identified issue with an inspector on-site.\footnote{Id.} Although only one of the ten companies to receive a monetary penalty was an agricultural employer, it does not necessarily follow that the agricultural sector achieved a high rate of compliance with the rules.\footnote{Id.} Ira Cuello Martinez serves as Policy Advocacy Director for Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noroeste (PCUN), a union for Oregon’s farmworkers, nursery workers, and Latino working families, and noted that farmworkers may fear losing their jobs or other employer retaliation if they report violations to Oregon OSHA.\footnote{Id.} PCUN surveyed 25 of its members in August, 2022; of those, two-thirds had received some training about heat-related stress, and twenty reported having access to cool water on their worksite.\footnote{Id.} Still, 21 of the 25 respondents said that they would not report violations to OSHA.\footnote{Id.} This reluctance to report workplace violations is not unique to the heat rule context, and, as scholars note, workers’ fears may be justified.\footnote{See, e.g., Keith Cunningham-Parmeter, \textit{Fear of Discovery: Immigrant Workers and the Fifth Amendment}, 41 \textit{Cornell Intl. L. J.} 27, 44 (2008) (discussing frequent decision by unauthorized immigrant workers to remain silent even where egregious workplace violations occur and citing studies suggesting that INS raids were more likely to occur at workplaces where immigrant workers filed complaints).}

\textbf{B. Other State and Federal Efforts to Protect Workers from Extreme Heat}

In adopting its temporary and permanent heat standards, Oregon had few existing examples to follow. Only California and Washington have occupational heat stress safeguards for outdoor workers, and California and Minnesota have standards protecting indoor workers. Several states—including Virginia, Maryland, and Nevada—have introduced legislation to protect workers from extreme heat in the workplace, but most have taken no action.

Federal OSHA does not have a specific standard in place for high heat conditions. In September 2021, federal OSHA published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking stating the agency’s intent to develop regulations to protect indoor and outdoor workers from hazardous heat.\footnote{Heat Injury and Illness Prevention in Outdoor and Indoor Work Settings, 86 Fed. Reg. 59,309 (proposed Oct. 27, 2021) (to be codified at 29 C.F.R. pts. 1910, 1915, 1917, 1918, 1926, 1928).} OSHA also
published guidance to regional administrators outlining an enforcement initiative that would prioritize heat-related interventions on days when the heat index exceeds 80 degrees Fahrenheit. OSHA accepted comments on the advanced notice through January 26, 2022.

III. Heat Standards as Tools of Environmental Justice

Robert Kuehn’s “A Taxonomy of Environmental Justice” provides a helpful framework for understanding the “justice” component of environmental justice. Kuehn’s influential article discusses four dimensions of justice—distributive, procedural, corrective, and social—and examines the meaning and relevance of each. For each aspect of justice, Kuehn identifies allegations of injustice and the implications of those injustices. He concludes by recommending that government officials and private parties address these four aspects of their actions, and asserts that compliance with existing law is not sufficient if one has environmental justice as a goal.

Using Professor Kuehn’s four-part categorization scheme, I evaluate heat standards through the lens of each dimension of justice. In my view, robust heat-illness prevention standards can serve as a means of advancing aspects of justice for food system workers. On their own, though, heat standards are limited by the philosophy of “agricultural exceptionalism” built in to the laws that regulate industrial farming and treatment of food system workers, discussed in greater detail in Section IV. Nonetheless, the adoption of strong state and federal heat standards could provide a meaningful benefit and increased health protection immediately, and should be implemented while large-scale change to the food system continues.

A. Distributive justice

Distributive justice focuses on fairly distributed outcomes, rather than the process for arriving at those outcomes. It does not mean redistributing pollution or risk; rather, advocates argue that it means equal protection for everyone and that the need to place hazardous activities in any
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community is eliminated.\textsuperscript{179} Thus, distributive justice is achieved through a lowering of total risks, rather than a shifting or equalizing of existing risks.\textsuperscript{180} Importantly, as Kuehn explains, in the environmental justice context, distributive justice involves the equitable distribution of both burdens and benefits—that is, distributive justice would address both the disproportionate public health and environmental risks borne by people of color and people with lower incomes, but would also address the ease of access to green spaces and beaches, safe drinking water, and public transportation.\textsuperscript{181}

Food system workers are no strangers to distributive injustice. During the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic, many Americans transitioned to some form of remote work. Yet, farmworkers, grocery store employees, restaurant servers, and workers in meatpacking facilities—designated as “essential” workers—continued to show up to the same physical place of work each day.\textsuperscript{182} It was unsurprising and tragic that some of the country’s early COVID-19 outbreaks occurred among workers in these settings.\textsuperscript{183} Farmworkers often faced obstacles to testing and quarantining because of shared, dense housing arrangements.\textsuperscript{184} A University of Oregon study reported that the estimated 174,000 farmworkers in Oregon experienced disproportionate infection rates.\textsuperscript{185} While Latina/o farmworkers accounted for roughly 24.2 percent of COVID-19 cases in Oregon, they represent only 13 percent of the population.\textsuperscript{186}

Before they were called on to risk their health during a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic, farmworkers knew the distributive injustice of pesticide exposure. Pesticides are widely used on crops all across the United States as a
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way to increase crop yield by deterring or destroying agricultural pests. In 2017, farmers spent more than $17.5 billion on pesticides, roughly $37 for every acre treated. Farmworkers may be exposed to pesticides directly if their job includes pesticide handling or application, but they may also be exposed to pesticides as a result of being present in an area receiving pesticide application, drift from neighboring fields, or contact with pesticide residue on crops or soil. Most reported pesticide poisonings are from workers who are not working directly with pesticides, and while data are limited, estimates suggest that thousands of farmworkers experience acute pesticide poisoning every year. Farmworkers are more likely to experience pesticide poisoning than workers employed in other jobs, and their injuries are likely to be more severe than pesticide poisonings that occur in other populations.

People working as farmworkers might be considered vulnerable even without accounting for the impacts of extreme heat. The 2017 Census of Agriculture estimates that roughly 2.4 million farmworkers are employed on farms and ranches in the United States, either as self-employed farmers and their family members, or as hired farmworkers. In 2015-16, about three-quarters of farmworkers were people of color. During roughly the same
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187. I use “pesticides” broadly as those compounds that might also be described as insecticides, fungicides, rodenticides, and herbicides (compounds targeting insects, fungus, rodents, and plants, respectively); this list is not exhaustive.
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191. Id. at 6. Additionally, it is important to keep in mind, to make matters worse, the combined effect of pesticide exposure and extreme heat conditions exacerbate the risks of each. Higher temperatures can increase pesticide volatilization rates, which can raise airborne concentrations and lead to a higher risk of exposure for workers.
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time period, about 73 percent of crop farmworkers were immigrants; about 21 percent were permanent residents or held authorized legal status, and nearly 50 percent held no work authorization.\textsuperscript{195} As a group, farmworkers face economic hardship, encounter language barriers and cultural differences, and often lack legal protections or benefits afforded to others in labor laws (like overtime pay).\textsuperscript{196}

While state—or federal—heat illness prevention rules would not fully eliminate the risk of heat illnesses, they would help reduce the overall risk extreme heat poses by creating some safeguards for the population currently bearing a disproportionate share of the burden of high temperatures. By requiring access to shade, cool drinking water, and additional rest breaks, Oregon’s rules serve to mitigate some of the direct health risks posed by working in high temperatures where the work cannot be avoided entirely. Additionally, for those workers who live in employer-provided housing, Oregon’s rules reduce the risk of extreme heat interfering with workers’ rest and sleep.\textsuperscript{197} Reducing the frequency and duration that workers are exposed to extreme heat and adding various cooling methods is a laudable step to improving the health and safety of food system workers.\textsuperscript{198}

Given the nature of the work and existing limitations in the broader system of food production and distribution, though, the burden can only be reduced so far. The very nature of food system work in our current system is relatively inflexible. Growing crops and raising livestock does not easily translate to remote work; large areas of land, access to water, and particular soil types and climates are needed. Additionally, agricultural work is
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\textsuperscript{197} See Rules to Address Employee and Labor Housing Occupant Exposure to High Ambient Temperatures, OAR 437-002-0156 (proposed May 9, 2022). Oregon’s rules require employers to attempt to minimize heat in worker-provided housing, and if indoor temperatures cannot be maintained at 78 degrees Fahrenheit or less in rooms where people sleep, employers must provide access to cooling areas that could accommodate at least 50% of occupants. See also Summary of Comments and Agency Decisions, in Rules to Address Employee and Labor Housing Occupant Exposure to High Ambient Temperatures, AO 3-2022 (May 9, 2022), https://osha.oregon.gov/OSHARules/comments/comments-and-decisions-AO3-2022-aih-heat-rules.pdf [https://perma.cc/BNP8-R5G7]. In the rulemaking process, Oregon OSHA received five comments from worker advocates recommending increasing the capacity requirement based on concerns about how workers would cool down if the cooling area did not allow space for all occupants. In response, Oregon OSHA explained that these issues will be carried over to discussions with the Agriculture Labor Housing Advisory Committee.

\textsuperscript{198} See id. Enforcement is essential to ensuring that the risks posed by high temperatures are actually reduced. During the rulemaking process, several worker advocacy groups commented on the importance of enforcement and the difficulty involved in measuring employer compliance with the rules.
seasonal. Ideal harvest dates for crops cannot be adjusted in the way that a product launch might be delayed or accelerated in response to external market or societal conditions. In a nutshell, our current food system demands that farmworkers and other agricultural workers show up to a particular physical location at a specific time. Thus, the relative inflexibility of current food system work limits the degree to which heat standards can promote distributive justice.

B. Procedural justice

Procedural justice involves justice “as a function of the manner in which a decision is made, and it requires a focus on the fairness of the decision-making process, rather than on its outcome.”\(^{199}\) It prioritizes values like inclusiveness, representation, parity, and communication.\(^{200}\) Procedural justice may be more likely to exist where the process for decision-making is agreed upon in advance, is fair to all involved, and is implemented in a way that does, in fact, treat involved parties with equal concern and respect.\(^{201}\) Methods for achieving procedural justice include deliberative models of decision-making and ensuring that groups have equal access to decisionmakers and to the process; this may involve providing disadvantaged groups with greater legal and technical resources.\(^{202}\) Importantly, procedural justice focuses less on the outcome than the process involved in reaching that outcome. Indeed, some scholars and governmental entities have argued that where a decisionmaker neutrally weighs competing interests, a result that subordinates one group to another would not be an unjust outcome.\(^{203}\)

Oregon OSHA convened nine Rules Advisory Committee meetings over an eight-month period.\(^{204}\) It published multiple draft excessive heat rules, and received comments and suggested edits to the draft rules from stakeholder groups in March 2021.\(^{205}\) After the proposed rules were filed with
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the Secretary of State in January, 2022, Oregon OSHA accepted comments
via voicemail message, in writing, and during three virtual public hearings,
including one hearing conducted in Spanish. In its explanation of the final
rules, Oregon OSHA made clear that it had also researched efforts by other
states and the federal government to protect workers from heat-related ill-
nesses.

The notice-and-comment rulemaking process is expressly designed to
solicit public input on and participation in the decision-making process,
aligning well with the concept of procedural justice. In the Oregon example,
Oregon OSHA sought public input early in the process by establishing an ad-
visory committee. At the committee’s introductory presentation, Oregon
OSHA set guidelines and expectations for the committee that included
“[e]veryone participates[,]” “[o]ne person speaks at a time[,]” “[b]e respect-
ful and stay on point[,]” and “ALL recommendations and suggestions may or
may not be incorporated in the proposed rules.” Although Oregon’s Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act does not require a written explanation of the
agency’s decision, Oregon OSHA provided such an explanation.

At least some participants have voiced opinions suggesting that the Or-
egon process was procedurally just. Commenting on the trade associations’
lawsuit, Climate Jobs’ Leslie Kochan remarked that “OSHA’s process to craft
wildfire smoke and heat rules was rigorous and inclusive[,]” noting that
OSHA heard from industry workers, physicians, and occupational health ex-
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making process,\textsuperscript{211} and the comments from stakeholders appear to confirm participation by employers.\textsuperscript{212}

On balance, the process involved in the Oregon heat standard rulemaking appears to further procedural justice. By setting expectations for broad participation, offering multiple opportunities to submit comments in a variety of formats, holding one public meeting in Spanish, and offering an explanation of its decision-making after the process concluded, Oregon OSHA sought to establish and follow an inclusive process. This does not mean that the process necessarily represented complete participation from all those who might be impacted by the decision, though. The unique vulnerability of farmworkers as a group make it difficult to fully understand if all potentially-affected workers (1) were aware of the ability to participate in the rulemaking process, (2) knew how to participate in the process, and (3) felt free to participate without fear of retaliation by their employer or fear of exposure to unwanted governmental scrutiny.\textsuperscript{213} A large coalition of unions, workers’ rights groups, environmental organizations, policy and research groups, and public health associations submitted stakeholder comments during the rule advisory committee process,\textsuperscript{214} so it is reasonable to infer that at least some access existed.

C. Corrective justice

Corrective justice focuses on wrongdoing and injury, and involves assigning punishment to violators and imposing a duty to repair losses one causes.\textsuperscript{215} As Kuehn explains, in the environmental justice context, accountability for damages is important regardless of fault, e.g., the “polluter-pays” principle.\textsuperscript{216} This aspect of justice may encompass concepts of “retributive,” "compensatory,” “restorative,” and “commutative” justice, and may also
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implicate distributive or procedural justice.\textsuperscript{217} Corrective justice reflects the broad ideas that injuries incurred at the hand of another person should be remedied, and those parties who disregard the law should be punished.\textsuperscript{218}

The adoption of a heat illness-prevention standard, without more, does not immediately map on to the concept of corrective justice. In the abstract, one could consider that a heat standard serves to correct the wrongdoing of the industrial food system; workers’ health and safety is now a higher priority. A problem that this view fails to recognize, though, is that food system workers are often harmed not by employers violating any law, but by the glaring loopholes and exemptions built into the laws themselves.\textsuperscript{219} The rules themselves do not appear to remedy a wrongdoing or establish accountability for existing injuries. Going forward, the imposition and enforcement of new legal requirements around extreme heat could promote corrective justice. This ultimately depends on the degree to which the rules are enforced.

During and after Oregon’s rulemaking process, environmental and workers’ rights advocates emphasized the importance of enforcement.\textsuperscript{220} One advocate opined that enforcement of the rest break schedule might be difficult to oversee, in part due to the agency’s decision to allow employers to develop one of three schedule break plans when temperatures reach 90 degrees or higher.\textsuperscript{221} The advocate also recommended that Oregon OSHA have dedicated inspectors to investigate specific job sites, such as warehouses and construction sites.\textsuperscript{222} Another farmworker advocate pointed out that while the rules are a “step in the right direction,” many farmworkers have struggled to trust Oregon OSHA and are reluctant to file complaints.\textsuperscript{223} They described experiences farmworkers have had involving a lack of communication or follow up, and the perception that employers were not sufficiently fined for some workplace complaints.\textsuperscript{224} The advocate also shared
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workers’ fears that if they speak up, they could face retaliation in the form of job loss or total blacklisting from contractors. To aid in promoting corrective justice in the context of Oregon’s heat standards, Oregon OSHA should ensure that worker complaints are taken seriously and investigated as promptly as possible. Following implementation, the agency should assess the ease with which workers are able to raise questions and concerns with their employers and to Oregon OSHA, and the degree to which those concerns are addressed.

D. Social justice

The final dimension of justice in Professor Kuehn’s taxonomy is social justice. Social justice is broad, and represents a perspective that situates environmental justice as one strand of the larger problems of racial, social, and economic justice. Such a perspective considers the role and influence of race, ethnicity, income level, political power, and culture in environmental decision-making. Thus, the common phenomenon of siting an environmentally harmful facility near a community of color under the guise of job creation and a shortcut to economic prosperity flows from the history of housing discrimination, segregation, and other policies that have compelled these communities to have no choice but to tolerate less-healthy areas.

It is important to note that while many farmworkers and food system workers experience a level of personal vulnerability relative to their employers and the state, they have successfully exercised power and influence to advance justice in significant ways. The United States workforce is experiencing renewed energy around labor organizing and worker empowerment. Over the past year, more than 230 Starbucks stores have filed petitions for union elections and roughly 50 stores have voted to join the nation union Workers United. In 2022, warehouse workers for the e-commerce giant Amazon made history when they elected to form a union at a Staten Island
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warehouse. In 2018, North Carolina’s only farmworkers union—the Farm Labor Organizing Committee, or FLOC—won an important victory in a federal lawsuit challenging a state law that would have curtailed FLOC’s ability to bargain for voluntary union recognition in settling legal claims.

Kuehn notes that a common result of local environmental justice efforts is greater subsequent political involvement by local residents on other issues. While it is difficult to say with certainty, the energy around workplace heat standards may have energized advocates focused on securing overtime pay for farmworkers (or vice versa). Under the national Fair Labor Standards Act, employees who are employed in agriculture are exempt from overtime pay provisions. Few states mandate overtime pay for farmworkers. On April 18th, Governor Brown signed House Bill 4002, which requires agricultural workers to receive overtime pay. The phased approach will begin in 2023 by requiring time-and-a-half wages after 55 hours per week, and will adjust the requirement to kick in at 48 hours per week in 2025-26, before finally landing at 40 hours per week in 2027.

The adoption of Oregon’s heat standards and overtime pay requirement illustrate the interconnected and complex relationship between environmental issues with other social issues. The obvious goal of Oregon’s heat standard is to protect worker health and safety, but an ancillary effect may be to reduce healthcare costs associated with heat-related illnesses. As farmworkers continue to suffer from the dual burden of extreme heat and COVID-19, some researchers have called for more studies integrating the two topics. For example, they recommend research into whether a connection exists between long-haul COVID and heat susceptibility and
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associated consequences in labor productivity, and the extent to which heat stress induced immunodeficiency might facilitate COVID-19 infection.\footnote{238}

IV. Agricultural exceptionalism: limiting heat standards

A health-oriented, broadly-applicable heat standard can serve to promote environmental justice for food system workers and others who must work during periods of extreme heat. However, for food system workers specifically, the undercurrent of agricultural exceptionalism that permeates environmental and employment laws limits the ability of heat-illness prevention standards and other reforms to promote more just environmental decision-making. So, while heat standards might serve to improve conditions for some workers in the near term, large scale, transformational change is needed to achieve a just food system. That change depends on our ability to undo the power of agricultural exceptionalism.

A. Agricultural exceptionalism

Agricultural exceptionalism is a belief system influencing many areas of law, including environmental law, animal law, labor and employment law, property law, and trade law.\footnote{239} This belief system is rooted in a longstanding cultural view that farming is the “fundamental industry of society,”\footnote{240} and is deserving of privileged treatment by lawmakers and regulators.

In the environmental law context, the impact of agricultural exceptionalism on just about every metric has been devastating. Intensive farming has degraded habitat, polluted surface and groundwater, depleted aquifers, and released pesticides and other chemicals into communities and the food system.\footnote{241} Over time, the consequences of legislative decisions to exclude farms and farming from federal environmental law has resulted in what Professor J.B. Ruhl describes as the “anti-law” of farms and the environment.\footnote{242}
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The extensive permeation of agricultural exceptionalism throughout federal and state laws and regulations calls for large-scale, transformational change. Many scholars have offered suggestions for reform that would remove or minimize the influence of agricultural exceptionalism from specific laws or policies, including those addressing water, air, immigration, labor policy, corporate social responsibility, and health care, among others. Below, I use the four aspects of environmental justice discussed above to offer additional recommendations that might improve the health and safety of food system workers.

B. Additional recommendations

First, in an effort to promote distribute justice by reducing the overall risks and burdens of a large segment of the food system, Congress should pass the Farm System Reform Act. First introduced by Senator Cory Booker in 2019, and reintroduced in 2021, the Farm System Reform Act would impose an immediate moratorium on new and expanding large CAFOs. The Act would phase out existing large CAFOs by 2040 and establishes a fund to aid in the transition of current large CAFO operators to some other form of sustainable agriculture. The Act would also strengthen protections for small farms and family farmers and ranchers, and promote accuracy and transparency in labeling.
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According to Senator Booker, the goal of the Act is to “fix a broken system” that has allowed economic concentration to harm communities in rural America for decades.\(^{254}\) “We must immediately begin to transition to a more sustainable and humane system. An important first step is ending our reliance on huge factory farms and investing in a system that focuses on resilient and regenerative production.”\(^{255}\)

Transitioning away from an intensive CAFO model of livestock raising would greatly improve farm and food system worker conditions. Fewer large CAFOs would lead to a reduced need for meatpacking facilities—consistently ranked as one of the most dangerous workplaces.\(^{256}\) The risk of exposure to harmful volatile compounds or pathogens would be reduced. Perhaps most significantly, the economic stranglehold that large agribusiness companies currently have on the farming industry might be lessened, allowing for greater market participation by farmer-owned or managed cooperative farms like the model described by Franks and Torres in Washington state.\(^{257}\)

Second, as a means of promoting procedural justice, and in conjunction with phasing out large CAFOs, the Council on Environmental Quality could ensure that its NEPA regulations apply to any CAFOs and slaughterhouses seeking federal funding. By increasing the number of facilities under the purview of NEPA’s alternatives analysis and impact evaluation processes, the opportunities for potentially impacted communities to participate in environmental decision-making also increases.

In 2020, the Trump administration proposed substantial revisions to the CEQ rules, including eliminating the requirement that agencies consider cumulative impacts and exempting “farm ownership and operating loans guaranteed by the Farm Service Agency . . . and business loan guarantees by the Small Business Administration,” meaning that private agricultural entities receiving federal funding would not be subject to NEPA review. Historically, FSA had only exempted some of its loans from the NEPA process. In
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expanding the potentially-exempt loan recipients, the Trump administration would have both reduced the number of operations subject to the NEPA process, and removed the ability of private parties to try to compel sufficient NEPA review through litigation.  

Third, to further corrective justice, the executive and legislative branches can act to repair decades of discrimination towards Black farmers and farmworkers. Farms run by Black farmers make up less than 2 percent of all farms in the United States, down from 14 percent in 1920, due to decades of racial violence and discriminatory policies around lending and land ownership. In the Jim Crow era South, Black farmers and sharecroppers were targeted with racial violence, which spurred many Black farmers to move North. But most losses of Black-owned farmland has occurred since the 1950s.

Black farmers in the South have been dispossessed of their land, in part, by economic forces that have manifested elsewhere, but have experienced the distinct harm of dispossession motivated by “racism and local white power.” “[T]he racial disparity in farm acreage increased in Mississippi from 1950 and 1964, when black farmers lost almost 800,000 acres” of farmland. A series of government agencies, all designed to support the country’s small farmers through lending and subsidy programs, were administered by white people who often ignored Black farmers’ requests for aid or treated them outright harshly. In 1965, the United States Commission on Civil Rights discovered dramatic differences in the level of federal support given to white-owned farms and Black-owned farms. “[I]n a sample of counties across the South, the [Farmers’ Home Administration (FmHA)] provided much larger loans to small and medium-sized white-owned farms, relative to net worth,” than for Black-owned farms of a similar size. Another
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investigation found evidence of exploitation through private lending, a source of funding Black farmers often turned to when banks refused to loan them money. Private lenders would require land to be put up as collateral for equipment loans, and when the FmHA dragged its feet in approving a separate loan, the farmer would default on the equipment loan and lose land to the private lender.

Consistent with examples discussed earlier, what is notable is that much of the land loss appears to have taken place through legal mechanisms; the sales and foreclosures forcing Black farmers to relinquish their land were not technically violations of law. Yet, it is clear that the dispossession was not an unintended consequence. To remedy this legacy of racism and wrongdoing, President Biden has committed to take steps to improve Black farmers’ access to land, loans, and other assistance.

Finally, as a means of promoting social justice, farmworkers should receive overtime pay. Like the heat illness prevention standard, no such requirement exists at the federal level. Farmworkers were excluded from overtime requirements in the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act. Scholars have described the exclusion of farmworkers and domestic workers from minimum wage and overtime requirements as seemingly race-neutral attempts to preserve a racist practice. In March, Oregon became just the eighth state to require overtime pay for agricultural workers.

A commonly-raised concern is that employers could simply reduce worker hours or switch to a more mechanized system; indeed, the Oregon Farm Bureau threatened as much when the legislature was considering approving overtime pay requirements in the state. One response would be to do what Oregon did, and create a refundable tax credit to employers who provide overtime pay for workers, and to phase in the overtime pay requirement gradually, so that employers have time to prepare and adjust.

Ideally, in a new environmentally-just economy, more farmer-run cooperatives will exist, along with farms run by people of color and people from lower-income communities who are committed to principles of environmental justice and just transition, who would prioritize livable wages. If the farming model is more localized, farmer-driven, and designed with the
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explicit goal of elevating worker health and safety as a priority, overtime pay might even become something of a relic. In the meantime, it would provide an important economic benefit for a group that historically has been exploited and undervalued.

CONCLUSION

The urgency and extent of the climate crisis demands bold, protective responses. Extreme heat is one aspect of the climate crisis that is likely to persist, and disproportionately impacts farmworkers and food system workers. The adoption of protective state and federal heat standards will buy us time, but standing alone, those rules are not sufficient to ensure that food system workers are truly experiencing “justice” in the workplace. As we work toward a more just food system, we must be willing to undertake large-scale, transformative action that uncouples our system of law from the myth of agricultural exceptionalism.